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“Architecture is the thoughtful making of space”
					 Louis Kahn

(work from Making of Design Principles Fall 2018)
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Teaching Philosophy_
Architecture, as a creative endeavor, is a profession that requires the practitioner to possess an urgent responsibility for the safety and welfare of the end user. This responsibility is also
paired with a creative approach that requires breaking boundaries in design. As an aspiring architect, the task of teaching this balance between accountability to the end users of a designed
space and expanding the boundaries of creativity is something that I take gratification in and believe is elemental. The ability to teach the foundations of design practice correlates directly with
the growth of the professor and student. Learning architecture design relates closely to Deleuze’s
following statement: “philosophy is the production of concepts, not an analysis of arguments.”
Architecture requires constantly expanding the production of concepts while having the ability for
self-critique and communicating to other designers. Like Deleuze’s complete theory on philosophy, the study of architecture is ongoing and never finished.
The catalyst for my approach to design education, professional practice, and personal
life is growth and the ability to constantly reinvent myself. Architecture and operative teaching
design require the capacity for self-growth. Education in design is a balance between self-discovery, confidence, and internal plus external critiques. Confidence is built gradually over time
and can only be acquired by doing and putting yourself and your viewpoint on design out in the
open for others to analyze the concepts you are trying. This learning environment is of the utmost
importance for the educator to facilitate and maintain. Another imperative ability as a professor is
encouraging and supporting the student to be self-aware of their own upbringing and relationship
with the built environment. Colleges and Universities are now on a global platform; a melting pot
for complex backgrounds of students, cultural differences, and local vernacular architectural influence. For a student to be self-aware of this and its potential bias is crucial. Teaching the ability
to understand self-awareness of their permanent spatial conditions the student is predisposed
to will not only expand their limited past design concepts, but also direct the student towards a
lifelong path of self-discovery and growth. Jeanne Gang, a female Chicago Architect, describes
architects as, “They are able to connect the dots between different disciplines, and they’re able
to communicate ideas to the broader public.”
This profound ability of seeing connections, “hyper-connectivity”, are skills that are learnt
through the analysis of spatial conditions and through practicing the capacity of applying this
level of thinking to other disciplines. An applicable environment established through education
fosters this connectivity among students and professors, curriculum and design deliverable,
but most importantly students and their future role in the profession or as educators in the field.
Student development is quantifiable, and as an educator and architect designer, it can be seen,
heard, and felt. Given a series of built models, a comment during a group critique, or a hand
drafted drawing, the competence of an educator to assign a grade to each is not the point. The
detail more important is to see a consistency through the work, an establishment of a boundaries, but the whereabouts to see them also as limits, and the materialization of a plan that will
push past them.
This starts and is enabled by a teaching philosophy that has been rooted in the
passion for sharing these convictions. A critical teaching skill is understanding where a critique
comment will resonate most with a student, while respecting their position and stance on critical
issues facing the architecture field and taboos of it historically being a male, Caucasian, dominated arena. These attributes start with myself, breaking the status quo, pushing my inner beliefs of
a profession that should include historically marginalized voices, voices that are weighted by the
plight of an upbringing in poverty, and any others that feel architecture is above them.
Architecture is rooted in a utilitarian practice, one that celebrates cultural innovations in
technology and art. It distinguishes differences, while setting up common attributes in the same
thought, and gives a student a grounding and skillset that is valuable beyond the studio.
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Inclusivity Statement_
The respectful approach to sharing design concepts in studio is paired with the rational
approach to critical feedback. The studio environment or culture, is often
directed and facilitated by the professor. Steering this ship when the waters are turbulent isn’t
always easy and I have had firsthand experience observing this in my education as an undergraduate. A safe and respectful atmosphere is set by the tone and example of the professor.
Orchestrating these conditions is a major undertaking, but is at the forefront of studio culture and
the discipline that the professor has to teach.
All students are welcome in the learning environment regardless of ethnic, racial, class,
gender and cultural identities. In the learning environment no one should feel intimidated or
repressed based on their personal identity. Any student experiencing or witnessing discomfort in
reference to identity should share this with the teacher. The policies and procedures of the Rhode
Island School Design in reference to maintaining a safe learning environment will be followed. If a
student feels the professor isn’t the right person to reach out to, each student should be made
aware of services offered by the University. Every student has the make-up and ability for exceling in higher education; creating the above environment is essential for their success.
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Course Descriptions _
Basic:
Instructor: Scott Craft
Capacity: 13
Credits: 3
Material Cost: $150
Class Time: Wednesday (9 am- 12 pm) Academic Level: Undergraduate / Required for Architecture first year
*open for non-majors

Title: Spatial Apprehensions: An Exploration of Ingrained Spatial Relations
Heidegger’s viewpoint: “We cannot claim to obtain a disinterested,
presuppositionless view of things; our understanding of things is always already
predetermined by our prior understanding.” An aspiring architect must learn to identify
and at times unlearn conditions that have influenced their understanding and relationship
to the built form. The course dives into the fortification of this belief through making and
relevant self-awareness, rather than being aligned with a psychoanalysis or theory
positioning. Students will be presented with design parameters and problems that will
enable them to identify their own current beliefs and concepts about architecture. At the
conclusion of the course, each student will have engaged not only themselves in critical
self-reflection but also as a group. This dialogue about their relationship with architecture
will not be experienced as a weakness, but an empowering step of critical discourse in the
design field. Finally, this course will entail students making visuals or imagery and physical 3-D
models by hand.

Advanced:
Instructor: Scott Craft
Capacity: 13
Credits: 6
Material/Software Cost: $250
Class Time: Tuesday /Thursday (1pm- 6pm) Academic Level: Undergraduate / Required for Architecture
first year
*Not open for non-majors

Title: Foundational Architecture Studio: Enquiries into Scale, Materiality, & Observations
Observations of scale and a student’s ability to work on an idea or representational
design in a multitude of different scales provides the initial framework of the course’s main
goal. Through the forensic examination of microsites; the analysis of materiality and scale;
and observational contrasts in model making and drawing; students will obtain a core set
of principles and tools as an architect. A collaborative studio environment will provide
students with an atmosphere of cross-disciplinary focus and fuel individual student driven
research into a query of their own making based on feedback of the professor and studio
deliverables.
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Course Descriptions _ continued
Non-Major Elective:
Instructor: Scott Craft
Capacity: 13
Credits: 6
Material/Software Cost: $100
Class Time: Tuesday /Thursday (1pm- 6pm) Academic Level: Undergraduate / Required for Architecture
first year
* open for non-majors

Title: Camera’s in Architecture: An aperture for controled use!
“Outside his architectural work, Le Corbusier used analogous techniques to reinforce his theoretical arguments. For instance, in L’Esprit Nouveau and later in Vers une architecture, he published
a photograph of Pisa taken from his own collection; but prior to its reproduction Le Corbusier
traced portions of the print in black ink to stress the purity
and clarity of lines in a platform.” (Fondation Le Corbusier, Phototeque L1 (10) 1) (Beatriz Colomina)
How can photography and photographic images be altered and crafted to complete an
architect’s total vision? The course begins with Le Corbusier as a precedent architecture who
strongly influenced this culture and how it is evolved to present day practices and even the invention of Photoshop. By means of model making and crafting photographic captures of built
models and existing buildings this course gives the student a skillset for future growth and educated curation. This course will also compare techniques of “realistic” architectural model photography in comparison with computer modeled renders. The course will offer students their own
critical discourse on the history of these techniques, the skillset to produce them, and how they
can evolve in the future.
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Syllabus _
ARCH 5424
Capacity: 13
Credits: 3
Material Cost: $150
Class Time: Wednesday (9 am- 12 pm) fourteen weeks
Academic Level: Undergraduate / Required for Architecture first year
*open for non-majors

Spatial Apprehensions: An Exploration of Ingrained Spatial Relations
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Heidegger’s viewpoint: “We cannot claim to obtain a disinterested, presuppositionless view of
things; our understanding of things is always already predetermined by our prior understanding.”
An aspiring architect must learn to identify and at times unlearn conditions that have influenced
their understanding and relationship to the built form. The course dives into the fortification of
this belief through making and relevant self-awareness, rather than being aligned with a psychoanalysis or theory positioning. Students will be presented with design parameters and problems
that will enable them to identify their own current beliefs and concepts about architecture. At the
conclusion of the course, each student will have engaged not only themselves in critical self-reflection but also as a group. This dialogue about their relationship with architecture will not be
experienced as a weakness, but an empowering step of critical discourse in the design field.
COURSE OBJECTIVES:
Proficiency constructing a viewpoint of past experienced, vernacular architecture, and ability to
critique and communicate a bias or influence based on past experiences.
Proficient ability to analyze and produce critical thinking on the subject of “your local architectures”
Proficient communication skills of descriptive thought on the built form and how it relates to human experience and interaction with designed space, ethics, participation, and sustainability.
Proficiency communicating architectural design elements such as scale, materiality, and critical
analysis.
Based on accumulating knowledge and self-critique students will produce a final project including a written narrative and a three-dimensional model.
ATTENDANCE, TIMELINES, AND EVALUATION
Ongoing attendance is critical. Two unexcused absences may result in removal from the course.
Required assignments must be completed on time. Incomplete assignments will be reviewed at
the discretion of the instructor/faculty. Final grade is based on the instructor’s/faculty’s evaluation of students’ quality of work in consultation with other architectural faculty. Major evaluative
components are: completeness of assignments, participation in group discussion, self and peer
review, and participation in an iterative design process (see attached course assessment framework). Students will write a brief evaluation of their learnings at end of the course.
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zinc mine museum
allmannajuvet, norway
(completed 2016)
site model, built in 2004
using styrofoam, charcoal,
and modeling clay
collection of kunsthaus bregen
Peter Zumthor

Syllabus _ continued
COURSE STRUCTURE: The course will be a combination of lecture, making in the studio, student presentations and peer review, one on one review with instructor (desk crit).
COURSE OUTLINE:
Week one: Overview of course content and purpose. Complete initial reading assignment: Thinking Architecture by Peter Zumthor and selected passages from the 1914 classic The Architecture
of Humanism, A study in the history of taste, Geoffrey Scott. Class lecture on reading with power
point followed by class discussion. Explanation of initial assignment: Select a built structure from
a past locale that you have seen and/or visited. Then answer the following questions: what you
like about it and why, describe what your selected built structure says about your design tastes
and beliefs. Then select a built structure that is from a past locale that you have experienced/
visited and don’t like and describe what you don’t like about this selected structure and why,
describe what your selected built structure that you don’t like says about your design tastes and
beliefs. Assignment 1 Sheet handed-out during class
Week two: Lecture on assigned initial readings followed by a class discussion. In progress assignment 1 due at the beginning of class. Informal group critique led by professor. One to one
review with instructor and peer groups of each student’s initial content for the first assignment.
Further developing materials and written descriptors for initial assignment and selecting presentation format as outlined in Assignment Sheet 1.
Week three: Assignment 1 due in class. Presentations of work and written text by each student.
Class discussion after each presentation led by professor, including peer questions, and critical
discourse. Review of assigned selected readings for week four: Morality & Architecture Revisited,
by David Watkin, “Brave New World” chapter.
Week four: Final submittal of student presentations of first assignment. Lecture on morality and
ethics in architecture with class discussion to follow. Review of second assignment: Select a
built structure that you believe represents an architectural design based on a set of moral beliefs (spiritual/religious, political, philosophy, indigenous), start developing a presentation format
depicting the selected built structure and brief text of how the built structure reflects the moral
belief and its environmental setting. Assignment 2 Sheet handed-out during class
Week five: Further lecture on assigned readings with class discussion and student responses
due. One to one review with instructor and peer groups of each student’s content for the second
assignment. Further developing materials and written descriptors for second assignment and
selecting presentation format as outlined in Assignment Sheet 2.
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Syllabus _ continued
Week six: Presentations of chosen format and written text by each student. Class discussion
after each presentation including peer questions, opinions. Review of assigned selected readings
for week seven: Architecture, Participation and Society by Paul Jenkins and Leslie Forsyth. Review of third assignment for week seven: Select a building design process that had an explicit
participatory design process, analyze the participatory process, who actually was part of the
developing design process with the architectural design team, who had actual say over the final
design concept, who was advisory, how wide was the range of participants? Assignment 3 Sheet
handed-out during class.
Week seven: Further lecture on assigned readings with class discussion and student responses due. One to one review with instructor and peer groups of each student’s initial content for
the third assignment. Further developing materials and written descriptors for third assignment.
Prepare to present to the class and explain your opinion of the participatory process and how the
process impacted the final design. (Handout and Review Mid-Term Feedback Form)
Week eight: Presentations of chosen format and written text (third assignment) by each student.
Class discussion after each presentation including peer questions, opinions. Review of selected
readings for week nine: The Elements of Architecture, Principles of Environmental Performance
in Buildings by Scott Drake. Also, Welcome to your World, Sarah Williams Goldhagen. (Collect
Mid-Term Feedback Form and Schedule Invidual Review Meetings)
Week nine: Completion of student presentations of third assignment as needed and final submittal. Lecture on assigned readings with class discussion – should architects be environmentalists
and cognitive neuroscientists too? Review of fourth assignment: Select a built structure that attempted to incorporate sustainability and environmental practices, designs, materials. describing
the sustainability, environmental features, environmental psychology, and their impact on the final
design from a past “locale”. Be prepared to state your opinion on to what degree such environmental and sustainability practices would be part of your design practice and why. Assignment 4
Sheet handed-out during class
Week ten: Further lecture on assigned readings with class discussion and student responses
due. One to one review with instructor and peer groups of each student’s initial content for the
fourth assignment. Further developing materials and written descriptors for fourth assignment.
Prepare to present (following week) to the class and explain your opinion to what degree such
environmental and sustainability practices would be part of your design practice and why.
Week eleven: Presentations of chosen format and written text (fourth assignment) by each student. Class discussion after each presentation including peer questions, opinions. Review of
selected readings for week twelve: Rethinking Architecture a reader in cultural theory edited by
Neil Leach.
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Syllabus _ continued
Week twelve: Completion of student presentations of fourth assignment as needed and final
submittal. Lecture and class discussion on assigned readings concerning cultural theory. Explanation of final assignment: Write a three-page personal statement focusing on your personal
beliefs about quality architectural design and the process of architectural design and include the
issues covered in this course (taste, morality, participation in the process of design, environmental/sustainability). Prepare a presentation to include images, built structures, charts, etc. that you
think represent your personal standards. Format could be power point, video, drawings, a model,
a combination of formats, other. Final Assignment Sheet handed-out during class
Week thirteen: One to one review with instructor and peer groups of each student’s initial content
for the final assignment. Further developing materials and written content. Prepare to present
your personal statement to the class.
Week fourteen: Presentations of students’ final projects. Class discussion after each presentation led by professor, including peer questions, and critical discourse. (Guest Critics to attend)
STUDENT READINGS:
Thinking Architecture by Peter Zumthor
The Architecture of Humanism, A study in the history of taste, Geoffrey Scott.
Morality & Architecture Revisited, by David Watkin
Architecture, Participation and Society by Paul Jenkins and Leslie Forsyth.
The Elements of Architecture, Principles of Environmental Performance in Buildings by Scott
Drake.
Welcome to your World, Sarah Williams Goldhagen.
Rethinking Architecture: a reader in cultural theory edited by Neil Leach.
RISD RESOURCES:
Office of International Students:
This department can help you with Social Security Letter Requests, I-20 updates, and drivers licenses.
You can email them at oiss@risd.edu, or call at (401) 277-4957.

Counseling and Psychological Services:
Email: counserv@risd.edu
Phone: 401-454-6637
Location: 72 Pine Street (5th floor)

Center for Arts and Language:
If needed, you can make an appointment by going to their website: https://risd.mywconline.com/, or call
them at 401-454-6486.

Disability Support Services:
If you need to register a disability, please contact DDS at disabilitysupportservices@risd.edu, or call them
at 401-709-8460.

Materials Fund: Here is a link to the form for the materials fund: https://docs.google.com/a/risd.edu/
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Mid-Term Feedback Form _

ARCH 5424
Capacity: 13
Credits: 3
Class Time: Wednesday (9 am- 12 pm) fourteen weeks
Academic Level: Undergraduate / Required for Architecture first year
*open for non-majors

MID-TERM FEEDBACK FORM:
The purpose of this form is to construct an open dialogue between the students’ work thus far
and the instructors’ feedback on the evaluated work. By means of an individual private student
and instructor meeting, the student will arrive at an understanding of the quality and consistency
of their work in the course thus far. This is an opportunity for the student to reflect and provide
private self-critique with the instructor. The student and instructor will then discuss any changes
or needs for further assistance.
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
Have you gained an understanding of your past designed architectural experiences and if so
what is your current understanding of your current biases? (personal reflection)

As a student, have you been able to communicate and analyze these past experiences, in a clear
and efficient manor that follows architectural design modes of thought (outlined by the instructor)? And has this given you the ability for current self-critique as you begin to study the architecture profession?

Briefly describe the quality of your current learnings in reference to your presentations of the past
three assignments. (1. Influence of past architectural experiences 2. Morality and ethics of design 3. Significance of a participatory architectural design process)

LIKERT SCALE (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE) :
			Confused, Uncertain							Confident, Clarity
Clarity of my thought		1			2			3			4
Confidence about pre-		1			2			3			4
senting my ideas
Quality of my methods of
1			2			3			4
presentation 					
						
(Please add any additional comments on back
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of form)

Course Assessment Framework or Rubic _
STUDENT COURSE ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK:
The students’ work and participation will be graded and evaluated using the following criteria:

Areas of Assessment:
Completion and quality of assignments and presentations					

40 points

Participation in group discussions								20 points
Self and Peer Reviews										20 points
Execution of iterative design process								20 points
Grades:
		
		
		

90 - 100
80 - 90
70 - 80

A
B
C

		
Guidelines for evaluation:
Basic: (70 - 85 total points)
			
Assignments completed on time
			
Demonstrates initial effort by means of presentations
			
Demonstrates effort towards constructing and presenting informed view		
				
points through text and visual materials (models, drawings, etc.)
			
Communicates with initial clarity personal statement of beliefs in reference to 		
				
topic areas of the course
			
Communicates some degree of confidence understanding in
				course materials
Proficient: (85 - 100 total points)
			
Demonstrates by means of presentations a clear and consistent construct of 		
				thinking and analysis
			
Written and verbal communication is integrated with visual materials
			
Uses verbal, written, and architectural visuals for every assignment/
				presentation
			
Presents a comprehensive statement of personal beliefs in reference to topic 		
				
areas of the course that demonstrates consistent thought
			
Communicates understanding in a firm, confident manner of course
				
materials and explanation of future growth of current understanding		
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